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FIVE YEARS AGO, FEDERAL AND STATE OFFICIALS CREATED THE CASCO BAY ESTUARY PROJECT. THE PROJECT HAS SPENT $5 MILLION TO ANALYZE THE HEALTH OF THE BAY AND CONCEIVE STRATEGIES TO PROTECT IT. A FINAL REPORT IS DUE NEXT MONTH.

THERE'S JUST ONE PROBLEM: NEWT GINGRICH AND A PACK OF OTHERS IN WASHINGTON WANT TO PUSH ALL THAT TIME. MONEY AND RESEARCH...
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PI'ED REL'ALD GOES INTO NS.

PRAGNANT BODY CAUSE IF YOU WANT TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENED THAN THE JUDGE ENZ.
Andy Brettell is the deputy master (vice principal) of a primary school in London. He's spent the past three weeks on vacation in Maine, mostly at Higgins Beach in Scarborough. As a first-time visitor to America, he's been slightly baffled by the differences between the beach scene here and in England.

Tell me why you find our beach-going so odd.

In the U.K., we expect a very limited amount of luxury in any outdoor activity. Part of the fun for us is knowing that if you want to go to the beach, then you're going to be sat on your ass on a towel and that the sand will get into your sandwich and that your drink won't be cold. Then you feel good because you have experienced the very outdoors, and you've done it and there was suffering.

If everything was exactly right then there has been no achievement in it, no satisfaction. We expect our rucksacks to dig into our backs. And that's fine. I was quite shocked to find that even little children expect ice water at the beach. And a chair. Children in England carry these little plastic boxes and expect their water to be tepid.

Anything else that's irksome?

The other thing I find a bit odd is these police with guns in their holsters at the beach to control traffic. In England, a policeman might wear a gun to a drug bust, but not to the beach to tell people where they can park and where they can't. That's very strange. Actually, it's a bit mad if you think about it.

By Deb Dalfonso; photo by Shoshannah White.


**CITY**

\[\text{Accident waiting to happen}

Where are the city's worst intersections?

**B AM HOWARD**

\[\text{CITY}

It's 11:15 p.m. on a weekday and you're speeding down High Street toward 295. The roadway is busy and you're looking forward to getting home to saddle up. The red light at the corner of High Street and Park Avenue is still 12 inches under 30 seconds.

Traffic division. "It's a pretty bad spot during these hours," he added. "Sometimes we get up to 300 vehicles per hour in these hours."

\[\text{Back on the bus}

Medicaid funds juggling for transportation to drug clinics

The Department of Transportation spends tens of thousands of dollars on bus service to deliver patients to treatment centers. But with a budget crunch, the state is forced to cut some services.

\[\text{Weird}

Paragon Cable of New York spent thousands of dollars to launch and maintain a local satellite dish reception facility. But the company stopped providing service after an agreement with the city was broken.

\[\text{Fortunetower most dangerous intersection}

Fortunetower, Portland

Fortunetower is the city's most dangerous intersection. A seals and moose run the risk of being hit by cars, trucks, and buses.

\[\text{Mad for Meds}

Medicaid funds juggling for transportation to drug clinics

The Department of Transportation spends tens of thousands of dollars on bus service to deliver patients to treatment centers. But with a budget crunch, the state is forced to cut some services.

\[\text{Interviews}

Paragon Cable of New York spent thousands of dollars to launch and maintain a local satellite dish reception facility. But the company stopped providing service after an agreement with the city was broken.

\[\text{Oddly quiet intersection}

Fortunetower on High Street

Fortunetower is the city's most dangerous intersection. A seals and moose run the risk of being hit by cars, trucks, and buses.

\[\text{H fool's 50% off Labor Day Sale}

It's time for our

Our Fool's Day Sale

50% Off our Regular Discounted Prices

Now available, all our high-quality cottons, linens, and lamps are on sale. All items are designed by the Bag Lady's in our store. A perfect place to start your shopping.

\[\text{Love designer from Nature}

Designers love from Nature

Designer paragon of New York spent thousands of dollars to launch and maintain a local satellite dish reception facility. But the company stopped providing service after an agreement with the city was broken.
The snake

Former governor Jock McKernan is trying to make a name for himself through the difficult process of deciding who to back in the upcoming presidential campaign. He knows his options are limited by the same party rules that he employed in Maine, so he has to make a tough decision.

The Casco Bay Weekly's John Martin is one of a number of independent journalists who will be writing about the campaign. McKernan isn't attending the forum that McKernan didn't attend because a Maine Republican Senator, Republican Sen. Susan Collins, isn't running in the state of Maine. The Republican candidate in Maine is Angus King, who is running as an independent.

A number of political operatives from the previous election are making attempts to appeal to Maine voters. The most independent Angus King. Jock McKernan showed up on campaign in October 1994, a tough race for him. His campaign in Maine is not as well-funded as in previous races.

There was another reason for Jock's cold response to the Republican presidential sweepstakes. There was another reason for Jock's cold response to the Republican presidential sweepstakes.

In the midst of all this turmoil, Martin is one of a number of independent journalists who will be writing about the campaign. McKernan isn't attending the forum that McKernan didn't attend because a Maine Republican Senator, Republican Sen. Susan Collins, isn't running in the state of Maine. The Republican candidate in Maine is Angus King, who is running as an independent.

A number of political operatives from the previous election are making attempts to appeal to Maine voters. The most independent Angus King. Jock McKernan showed up on campaign in October 1994, a tough race for him. His campaign in Maine is not as well-funded as in previous races.

There was another reason for Jock's cold response to the Republican presidential sweepstakes. There was another reason for Jock's cold response to the Republican presidential sweepstakes.

In the midst of all this turmoil, Martin is one of a number of independent journalists who will be writing about the campaign. McKernan isn't attending the forum that McKernan didn't attend because a Maine Republican Senator, Republican Sen. Susan Collins, isn't running in the state of Maine. The Republican candidate in Maine is Angus King, who is running as an independent.

A number of political operatives from the previous election are making attempts to appeal to Maine voters. The most independent Angus King. Jock McKernan showed up on campaign in October 1994, a tough race for him. His campaign in Maine is not as well-funded as in previous races.
“If you’re going to take from the bay a lot, you’ve got to pay it back.”  
-JoAgness Pasquarella, in Casco Bay as part of a volunteer project (from the Casco Bay Estuary Project).

The bay has a powerful not to cleanse itself. If you’re going to take from the bay a lot, you’ve got to pay it back,” she reasons.

But she can’t be too honest. In fact, Pasquarella is just one of 150 new volunteers for the Casco Bay Estuary Project. These volunteers work part-time work to help clean our coastal waters, keeping an eye on the natural environment and the bays.

The idea for the estuary project was formed over 10 years ago by the town of Portland. This was a way to help the bay clean itself.

That idea has evolved into a series of initiatives, including beach clean-ups and bay-side events. The project involves a lot of work, but it’s something we can all do.

Waterworld
As a rule, our backyard bay is usually shaped like a shell and the water is clear. If you look closely, you can see the edges of the bay and the rocks under the water.

The estuary project has been working to help the bay clean itself. They’ve been working on collecting water samples and studying the bay. The project has been given a lot of help from the bay’s citizens, who volunteer their time to help the project.

Nonpoint source pollution — the accumulation of polluted runoff — to the bay’s bottom. It’s a problem that’s been going on for years, but it’s something we can all do something about.

For all these successes, however, there is still a great deal of work to be done. Nonpoint source pollution — the accumulated runoff from streets, fields, farms, and so forth — contributes a significant part of the bay’s pollution.

The estuary project has never been examined in detail.

All of this is interesting and useful to know. But I still don’t think it will be easy to change the bay’s bottom. It’s something we can all do something about.

So, let’s do it. Let’s help the bay clean itself. Let’s do it together.
mitigation and management of pollution. The implications of the proposed EPA methods are worrying," said Patricia Harrington, director of the environmental group. "We are 73 percent funded by the EPA. The most significant effect will be a loss of momentum," agreed Mark Smith, who keeps an eye on the estuary project for EPA out of Boston. (The estuary project is not just a few people sitting in a room and making up programs. It's many people working on different projects in the local area. Althea O'Hare of the Department of Environment concludes Harrington. "Grassrootsyped is a great word. It's just so hard to be doubted that it will actually happen."

The implications of the proposed political changes, acknowledged Harrington. "We came up with important things that can be done without new funding sources or new regulations."

Indeed, the estuary project's dual nature will be enhanced under the new administration. In fact, EPA has already decided that the estuary project is good work and has budgeted four more years of support, in the round of $300 000 a year. Maine will add another $100 000 to the pot. (though that's only a fraction of the $1 million that EPA cutbacks are to the question of what to do next without new funding sources.)

Harrington. "We came up with important things that can be done without new funding sources or new regulations."

How to make up the missing dough? The EPA's Mark Smith said. "It's a matter of planning. without healthy links, there is no way to do it." He was looking for ways to save money. "We're a small office," he said. "We're a line-item budget. If the office is a line-item budget, then we have to figure out how to save money."

Casco Bay Weekly is seeking a motivated self-starter who requires minimal management and a publication with unlimited potential. Must be able to leap competing account executives in a single bound and maintain a professional appearance. Must be able to leap competing account executives in a single bound and maintain a professional appearance. Must be able to leap competing account executives in a single bound and maintain a professional appearance.

Casco Bay Weekly is seeking a motivated self-starter who requires minimal management and a publication with unlimited potential. Must be able to leap competing account executives in a single bound and maintain a professional appearance. Must be able to leap competing account executives in a single bound and maintain a professional appearance.
Comment
It's a bird! It's a plane! It's Superfund!

Republican cars in EPA's budget, plus a diminution of rule changes, could suck to the environment.

The Bush administration has poured a lot of ink into discussing EPA's role in cleaning up the environment. It has introduced legislation that would drastically water down the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Safe Drinking Water Act. It has proposed over 100 changes in EPA's rules to make it easier for polluters to discharge toxic wastes and other pollutants into our air and water bodies. It has even prohibited EPA from issuing additional rules to combat global warming and acid rain.

The Bush administration is working to roll back crucial environmental protection measures. It has taken the Bush family name and attacked environmentalists, saying they are “too PC” and “too soft” on the environment. This is an attack on our right to breathe healthy air, drink clean water, and have a healthy planet.

The Bush administration's anti-environmental policies are a threat to our health, our economy, and our future. The Bush administration is putting profits over people.

WASTE CURTIS

Superfund

The Superfund program is a national effort to clean up the toxic waste sites created by polluters. It is funded by a tax on industry and is intended to clean up sites that are so toxic that no one can use them for anything.

It was created in 1980 after a series of toxic waste spills and leaks in the United States. The program is run by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The program has a goal of cleaning up all sites within 30 years. This is a difficult goal to achieve, but it is necessary to protect our health and environment.

The program is funded through a tax on industrial polluters. This tax is collected and paid into a trust fund, which is used to pay for the cleanup of toxic waste sites.

The program has been criticized for being slow and ineffective. Some sites have taken years to clean up, and some sites have never been cleaned up.

The Bush administration is trying to weaken the Superfund program by reducing the tax on industrial polluters and cutting funding for cleanup.

The Bush administration is putting profits over people, and they are putting our health and environment at risk. We need to stand up and demand that the Bush administration fund the Superfund program and keep it strong.

Let's stand up and fight for a healthy environment!

SUPERFUND

AUGUST 1995

pressure, but in the end, it is all about making a difference. It is about being proactive and taking responsibility for our actions.

AUGUST 31, 1995

LETTERS

Have faith in Sandy

I write from Sandy, a city in southern Maine. This is my first experience with a hurricane, and I've been watching the news closely. It's been an honor to serve as editor, and I've been reading your words of encouragement and support.

The hurricane has left a trail of destruction in its wake, with widespread power outages, flooding, and structural damage. Businesses, homes, and communities are struggling to recover.

I want to express my gratitude to all those who have offered assistance and support during this difficult time. Your kindness and generosity have been a beacon of hope in the midst of adversity.

The residents of Sandy are resilient and determined to rebuild. We are grateful for the help we have received, and we will continue to work together to restore our community.

May the spirit of the hurricane help us to come together and support one another in the days ahead.

Sandy Flaherty

Editor

Letters to the Editor

FOOTNOTES

1. Maine's all wildcats and water could suffocate other indigenous species from the freshwater habitats they thrives in.

2. The use of CRMs to target and plan management actions is a common practice in conservation organizations.

3. CRMs can also be used to identify gaps in existing data and to prioritize areas for further study.

4. CRMs can help identify areas of high risk for extinction and aid in the development of conservation strategies.

5. CRMs are an essential tool for conservation planning and management.
Secrets of Portland
OK, the tourists are just about to leave. Let's have fun again. Here's the skinny.

Labor Day is nearly here, and it will be here in a week. The literature of weather was in the office this morning, preparing the forecast for the weekend. Most of the stories were about the expected high temperatures in the 70s, but a few were about the possibility of showers and thunderstorms. The forecast for the weekend was about 80% chance of rain, with a high of 80 degrees Fahrenheit.

2. Jay York's studio
The York studio is one of the most unique places in Portland. The studio is open to the public, and visitors are encouraged to take a tour. The studio is located in a 180-year-old historic building, and visitors can see the artist working on his latest sculptures. The studio is open daily from 10am to 5pm.

3. Cobblestone streets
Portland has some of the most beautiful cobblestone streets in the country. The streets are lined with trees, and the cobblestones add a touch of charm to the city. The streets are closed to traffic on certain days, and visitors can walk and take in the beauty of the city.

4. Log cabin
Believe it or not, there is a set of old log cabins still standing in Portland city limits. Just off Ocean Avenue, near Payne Park, a small group of cabins sits on the side of the street. The cabins are made of wood, and they are surrounded by a small garden. The cabins are open to the public, and visitors can see the inside of the cabins.

5. Ellie in town
Local artist Robert Winslow is in full production on his latest sculpture. The guy has done everything from marble to bronze, but his latest sculpture is his best work yet. The sculpture is a life-sized statue of a woman, and it will be on display at the Portland Museum of Fine Arts.

6. Garden hose
The garden hose is a symbol of Portland's love of nature. Portland is known for its beautiful gardens, and the garden hose is a symbol of the city's appreciation for the natural world. The garden hose is a symbol of Portland's love of nature, and it is a reminder of the city's connection to the natural world.

7. The Blueberry Hill Inn
The Blueberry Hill Inn is a historic inn located in downtown Portland. The inn is known for its delicious breakfasts, and it is a popular destination for visitors. The inn is open daily from 7am to 9pm.

8. The Seafood Market
The Seafood Market is one of the best places to visit in Portland. The market is located in the heart of the city, and it is known for its fresh seafood. The market is open daily from 9am to 5pm.

9. The Portland Art Museum
The Portland Art Museum is one of the most popular museums in the city. The museum is located in downtown Portland, and it is known for its beautiful collection of art. The museum is open daily from 10am to 5pm.

10. The Portland Public Library
The Portland Public Library is a beautiful library located in downtown Portland. The library is known for its collection of books, and it is a popular destination for visitors. The library is open daily from 9am to 9pm.

11. Strolling in the museum
We all love strolling in the museum, and we've plucked down each other and happily stopped at our favorite Portland museums of Art. But sometimes you just have to get up and start to pay for it.

12. West and rummage sale
This place doesn't look anything like a rummage sale, but you're looking at one of the best. We'll start at 1pm, then go over to the next rummage sale, which is at 2pm. We'll be there for the whole sale, and we'll be there for the whole sale.
A rebel faction of the Indian in the cupboard, SHAZAM, his marriage only, he hits the road as a candy salesman, where he meets the leader of a group of video game enthusiasts. The dirty fellow stars as an alternately lovable and loathsome villain - the Riddler (Jim Carrey in quest for the question mark). He faces two loathsome villains - the Riddler and the creep (Gene Hackman, the creep) is going to be his next victim. Mrs. McMullen announces she's going to leave him, and bingo, dancing and mirth and troupical heat kind of worse. When a client falls in love with her, her gentle star in this classic French film about a man off her father's fishing boat to deliver Shakespeare's sonnets. The mire and tropical heat kind of worse. When a client falls in love with her, her gentle stars in this classic French film about a man off her father's fishing boat to deliver Shakespeare's sonnets. The mire and tropical heat kind of worse. When a client falls in love with her, her gentle stars in this classic French film about a man off her father's fishing boat to deliver Shakespeare's sonnets. The mire and tropical heat kind of worse. When a client falls in love with her, her gentle stars in this classic French film about a man off her father's fishing boat to deliver Shakespeare's sonnets. The mire and tropical heat kind of worse.
Calendary: Calendar

**Friday 1**

**Saturday 2**

**Sunday 3**

**Monday 4**
At the Greater Portland Community Music School on the campus of the University of Southern Maine, a mini-concert by Al证 Simonson and John Dehmler is scheduled. The event, which is part of the school's summer program, will feature a range of musical styles, including jazz, blues, and folk. Performances will be held at various locations on campus, with details available on the school's website.

The Greater Portland Community Music School is located at 725 Congress St, Portland. For more information, visit the school's website or call 725-3275.
WIN A TRIP TO LONDON!!

MAILBOX BUSTER AND 94.9 WHOM ARE GIVING AWAY A FABULOUS 4-DAY GETAWAY TO LONDON, ENGLAND!! WINNING IS EASY!

LOOK FOR THE MAILBOX BUSTER COUPON BOOK IN YOUR MAIL. CHECK INSIDE FOR A WINNING COMBINATION OF VALUABLE COUPONS AND DETAILS ON HOW TO WIN FROM MAILBOX BUSTER AND 94.9 WHOM!!

SAVINGS! COUPONS! PRIZES!

CHECK YOUR MAILBOX TODAY!

Southern Maine Distributors
Fernicide Paper Equipment
Burney Faustos Bakery Outlet Superstores
New Rumford's Furniture Factory
Frazier's Olde Karate
Giroux Oil Service Co., Inc.
Loring's Hardware
The Ultimate Fitness Center
Portland Lyric Theatre
Paul C. White Tile Co.
C.Y.P.3's Restaurant
Pat's Meat Market
Portland Ivy Club
The Horse of Lights
The Cotton People
Home Values
Paul's Restaurant
Adobe Auto Class
The Fitness Center
The Ultimate Fitness Center
Portland's Pizza
Discovery Zone
Portland Appliance
Staple Auto Parts
Atlantic Chimney
Baxter's Pizza
Torr's Pizza
Andy's Agave
Burger King

Travel Provided By: Garvin Village Travel, Travel Planners of South Portland

MAILBOX BUSTER IS A DIVISION OF 94.9 WHOM RADIO

smart

Abbaye Fassetts Bakery Outlet Superstores
Steve Romanow's Furniture Factory
Giroux Oil Service Co., Inc.
Loring, Short
Paul G. White Tde, Co.
G'Vanni's Restaurant
Home Vision Video
David's Restaurant
Adams Auto Glass
Turino's Pizzeria

FREE.

outdoors

Outdoor Clubs meet Wednesdays to discuss topics of interest: the Sustainable South Portland Committee is held on the second Wednesdays at the Portsmouth Community Center, 150 Market St.amilia's Restaurant is held on the second Wednesdays at 10 Owlspring Road. The Portland-Maine Motorcycle Club is held on the second Wednesdays at 10 Owlspring Road. The Portland Bicycle Club is held on the second Wednesdays at 10 Owlspring Road. The Portland Bicycle Club is held on the second Wednesdays at 10 Owlspring Road.
Call 775-6601 to get into our Experience a buffet of traditional recipes...only have been eating in Indian restaurants for years—this is as good as I’ve ever had.

FROM OUR GUEST BOOK:

The Clay Oven,

Fine Indian Cuisine

Restaurant Owners...
Call 775-6601 to get into our Dining Listing!
Bacon & Eggs
What is more satisfying and comforting than bacon & eggs for breakfast? But wait, there’s more - ham, and our own.

See you in the JDoming!

Watch for your new gift shop!

COLE FARMS
A Family Business Since 1852
OPEN EVERYDAY FROM 8 A.M. TO 8:30 P.M.
Portland Location: 91-195 Maine Ave. 207-781-9141
Newport Location: 99-101 Route 27

BE SURE TO VISIT OUR NEW GIFT SHOP!
I group with a regular schedule of morning and evening Portland Zen Meditation Center. An independent Zen center is sponsored by Mercy Hospital and administered by Handicapped accessible. Confidential and affordable.

Potential of Mind and Body, will be held Sept 6

In Portland. 761-9562.

Hypothyroid Support Group meets Mondays

for the Maine Transvolver Center.

772-1161.

Insured, certified speech and language pathologist. 879-1886.

Exploring that explores the role of negative thinking Accent Reduction for speakers of English as a Main accent, with Jean Armstrong.


Zen Meditation Group Public sitting meditation.

St. Portland.


Adult Clinic is a place to go for health concerns, medical problems, spills/school physicals.

Sponsored by ACT Up/Portland and whose purpose is to form coalitions to help the needs of the people of Maine, strong support skills - database management/consulting.

To expand a disability related accommodation to the application or hiring process, please contact Human Resources at 207-423-2929. Table of contents begins September 11, 1995. Please send in the return to:

Counseling Center offers an online facilitated support group for those who feel that she or he has been illegally discriminated of sexual orientation. 774-5444.

Puppy parents, families, and friends of lesbians, gay and bisexual, who are dealing with gay and lesbian issues. 799-2234 or 774-4308.

Mon of each month at 5:30 pm.

Sponsored by South Portland Boys and Girls Club. Hosts laser shows and educational programs.

Sept 1: LifeStyle needed.

Magician, 854-1743 / 1-800-826-8240.

We want an innovative, creative, self-starter to provide research functions of the Authority. Call or send information to:

Greater Portland's largest weekly newspaper is searching for an experienced classified advertising salesperson. You will develop and execute go-to market strategy for classified advertising. You will cross-sell classified advertising products and services to local businesses and target market. This position is with our classified department. You must be able to meet income potential

Call or send information to:

Work at CBW Eat Free Pizza

Create Portland's largest weekly newspaper is searching for an experienced classified advertising salesperson. You will develop and execute go-to market strategy for classified advertising. You will cross-sell classified advertising products and services to local businesses and target market. This position is with our classified department. You must be able to meet income potential

Call or send information to:

Do you honestly like to clean?

Job history, skills and goals. Experience in professional cleaning. Call 772-8784.

Help wanted

COMMUNITY CONCEPTS, INC.

Special care home company starts in a few months. Seeking home care manager. Requires advanced degree in management, particularly in supervision. Must have above-average computer skills.

Join our Community Concepts Team "Building opportunities for a better tomorrow."

Case Manager Associate

We are a growing, well-established organization of 300 employees. This position does not require any experience in the medical field. The primary responsibility is to manage patient care. Our clients are aging in place in their own homes.

Call or send information to:

Paid training available for the right person!

Boots Morey

CARE RE RECRUITING

Portland, ME 04101

(207) 773-3440

CARE RE RECRUITING is an equal opportunity employer.

Do you honestly like to clean?

Job history, skills and goals. Experience in professional cleaning. Call 772-8784.

Call or send information to:

Home Typists

Fax: 807-380-6151

Send resumes to:

Joyce Kimes

611 Main Street

Portland, ME 04103

Fax: 807-380-6151

Phone: 288-3272

Fax: 807-380-6151

Call or send information to:

Help wanted

RESEARCH AND PLANNING MANAGER

The Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA). Maine's housing finance agency, which produces over $1 billion dollars in annual activity, underwrites a substantial part of the state's housing bond market.

The research and planning division is responsible for producing statistical and general housing information to Maine state and the public. This individual is a key participant in the planning and research functions of the Authority.

Candidates should have a Bachelor's degree in business, public policy or related field. Educational background and demonstrated planning and analytic skills.

We are looking for a person with experience in data gathering, research, statistical analysis, benefit analysis, evaluation, forecasting and analyzing government regulations; involved in and consistent with the housing needs of the people of Maine, strong computer skills, database management/consulting.

To expand a disability related accommodation to the application or hiring process, please contact Human Resources at 207-423-2929. Table of contents begins September 11, 1995. Please send in the return to:

Counseling Center offers an online facilitated support group for those who feel that she or he has been illegally discriminated of sexual orientation. 774-5444.

Puppy parents, families, and friends of lesbians, gay and bisexual, who are dealing with gay and lesbian issues. 799-2234 or 774-4308.

Mon of each month at 5:30 pm.


Magician, 854-1743 / 1-800-826-8240.

We want an innovative, creative, self-starter to provide research functions of the Authority. Call or send information to:

Greater Portland's largest weekly newspaper is searching for an experienced classified advertising salesperson. You will develop and execute go-to market strategy for classified advertising. You will cross-sell classified advertising products and services to local businesses and target market. This position is with our classified department. You must be able to meet income potential

Call or send information to:

Work at CBW Eat Free Pizza

Create Portland's largest weekly newspaper is searching for an experienced classified advertising salesperson. You will develop and execute go-to market strategy for classified advertising. You will cross-sell classified advertising products and services to local businesses and target market. This position is with our classified department. You must be able to meet income potential

Call or send information to:

Do you honestly like to clean?

Job history, skills and goals. Experience in professional cleaning. Call 772-8784.

Call or send information to:

Home Typists

Fax: 807-380-6151

Send resumes to:

Joyce Kimes

611 Main Street

Portland, ME 04103

Fax: 807-380-6151

Phone: 288-3272

Fax: 807-380-6151

Call or send information to:
Looking for an freelance, multi-skilled, grant writing career. Talk to Tonya Mallin toll-free for you.

Portland Yoga Studio
Stress Reduction. Longevity. 401 AshaviHa, NC.

Golden School of Salas. Spa. P.O. Box 248. Wiscasset. ME

Serve a commensurate with experience to work part-time (5-20 hours per week) for the house. Great potential. Toll free: 1-800-870...

ASSESSMENT ACHIEVEMENTS

扔

Counseling

Clinical Social Worker

M.A., L.C.P.C.

Substance Abuse Counseling
National Clinical Counselor Ex Off. Drug & Alcohol
Michigan Board of Elementary Education
Certified School Counselor, MI

RICHARD DOODGE

Creative Mind Therapy Group Tues. 4-6 pm

RICHARD DODGE. M.A., L.C.P.C.

MARK NAKELL, MA. L.P.C.

BY THE END OF THE YEAR, with funding from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, we will have started our new comprehensive substance abuse counseling program. Call toll-free: 1-800-870...

Took out Paper $10.00

WHEELS DEAL!

Wheels Deal!

If you are thinking about self-improvement, try one of the various health practitioners found in Casco Bay Weekly's Wellness Directory. If keeping your business healthy is your intent, then advertise in the Weekly Wellness Directory. Call 775-1246.

FOR SALE:

TIMESHARE7 We'Id talk.

Delinquent Tax. Repo's. REO's. Your ar...

HOMES FOR PENNIES ON THE $1.

Call 775-1234 to inquire...

Wheels Deal!

If you are thinking about self-improvement, try one of the various health practitioners found in Casco Bay Weekly's Wellness Directory. If keeping your business healthy is your intent, then advertise in the Weekly Wellness Directory. Call 775-1246.
**FOR SALE**

Sure Sell Classifieds gets you the space you need to advertise your boat until you sell it!

For more information, call Maine Arts, 772-9012.

**EARLY DEADLINE!**

The end of Summer is upon us... our classifieds will be closed on Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 4th. Call anytime! 874-2443

**NEW PRICE! MUST SELL!**

1989 Ford Escort LX
Silver, 5-speed, 2.0L, runs good, clean. Must sell soon! $1,200 or B.O. Call 207-797-4085 or ask for Mike at 826-9443.

**FOR SALE**

Sure Sell Classifieds gets you the space you need to advertise your boat until you sell it!

For more information, call Maine Arts, 772-9012.
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